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Lockdown Latest!
Thank you once again for your engagement with Remote Learning
-you are fantastic! We do appreciate that it is difficult to juggle
everything : helping your child with online learning, working from
home yourselves and dealing with a pandemic.
We have been really impressed with our older children who have
become really independent in their learning, organising their time
and preparing resources for their lessons.
There is the government expectation that we provide at least
three hours of learning for KS1 and four hours for KS2 and we are
balancing this with the individual needs and wellbeing of all the
children and their families.
The most important thing is that you are safe and well, and to
ensure this, it is essential that we see or hear from your child
every morning so that we can complete our registers and know
that they are safe. We will ring you if we have not heard from
them each day. As always, please let us know if we can help in
any way.
Mrs Mills

We were sorry to learn that Mrs Mills, a long standing former head teacher of
Netherthong Primary, sadly passed away yesterday. Under Mrs Mills’ leadership,
Netherthong Primary school became a Beacon school—the highest accolade and
something which she was rightly proud of achieving. We send our condolences to
her family.
New Statutory PHSRE Curriculum
You may be aware that last year the government made the teaching of PHSRE
(Personal, Health, Social and Relationship Education) compulsory, and we need to
consult with yourselves about it.
We have put all the information for this on our website under the Curriculum tab (or
you can click on this link HERE). We hope that it will answer any questions you may
have.
Please take some time to review the information. We will be sending out a very simple Survey Monkey via email on Friday and would greatly appreciate it if you could
take the time to respond to it. The curriculum becomes compulsory in the summer
term. Thank you.

